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TOMBSTONE MONUMENT
For The SIX MILLION JEWISH MARTYRS
Greenwood Cemetery, Atlanta, Ga.

DAY OF REMEMBRANCE
APRIL 20th, 1969

PARTISAN SONG
(Transliteration)

Zog nit keinmol az du geist dem letzten veg,
Ven himlen blei-ene farshetlen groie teg,
Veil kumen vet noch unser oisgebenke shoah,
S'vet a poik'ton undzer trot mir zeinen do.

Geshriben iz dos lied fun blut
un nit fun bley.
S'iz nit kein lidi fun a foigl olf der frei.
Dos hot a folk tsuishen falsdhike vent.
Dos lied gezungn mit nages in di bent.

MEMORIAL SERVICE For The SIX MILLION JEWISH MARTYRS
Of The HOLOCAUST 1939-1945
April 20, 1969

PROGRAM

OPENING REMARKS
Mrs. Rubin Lansky, Hemshech Organization of Survivors from Nazism

PRESIDING
Max Rittenbaum, Atlanta Jewish Federation

OPENING PRAYER
DR. RABBI HARRY H. EPSTEIN, Congregation Ahavath Achim

Minute of Silence

LIGHTING OF THE SIX MEMORIAL TORCHES
by
Mrs. Sydney Chalutra
Mrs. Max Gerson
Mrs. Rubin Nord

ANI MAAMIN

MESSAGES:
Honorable Zeev Boneh
Rabbi Emanuel Feldman
Frank Fierman
Dr. Gerald Reed

PSALM
Rabbi Sidney Mossman
Ephraim Frankel
Rabbi Nissan Wernick

PRAYER

GUEST SPEAKER
Uri Suhl
Hans Erman and Students
Nathan Bromberg

PARTISAN SONG
"EL MAR
Cantor Pincus Aloof